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"Migrant Families from War-Torn Syria Subjected to Sexual Violence by
Traffickers in Libya"

•

Palestinian Refugee Pronounced Dead in Southern Syria Hostilities

•

Displaced Palestinian Families North of Syria Rally over Dire Conditions

•

Meeting Held in Yarmouk Pushes for Urgent Reconstruction

Victims
Palestinian young man Ahmad Khuza’I was killed as he fought
alongside the Syrian government forces in Daraa, south of Syria.
1,031 Palestinian refugees have been fatally gunned down in the
embattled Syrian territories.

Latest Developments
Moroccan activist Nawal AlSoufi quoted a woman held captive in
Libya as stating that Palestinian and Syrian women detained in
Libya have been subjected to rape every two or three days.
The detained woman, who reached out to the activist on June 27,
said a girl bled to death after she got raped several times by
gangsters.
In affidavits aired on Deutsche Welle DW TV Channel, the activist
said Palestinian and Syrian families were kidnapped at sea by boats
reading “Libya Coast Guard”. Captured families are being
mistreated for ransom.
Palestinian refugees who fled war-torn Syria said Libyan coast
guards have been involved in migrant smuggling and mistreatment
of captive migrants.

According to the testimonies, refugees kept captive in Libya have
been subjected to blackmailing, sexual violence, and torture.
Until recently, Libya has been a major launching off point for
migrants, most of them from African countries, trying to cross the
Mediterranean to Europe.

Meanwhile, families deported from southern Damascus to
Deir Balut Camp, north of Syria, called on the concerned authorities
to urgently step in and work on improving living conditions for
dozens of impoverished families in the area.
The protesters spoke up for their right to education and health care,
among other vital services.

The residents voiced concerns over the fallouts of a projected
flooding that might rock the area with the advent of winter season.
Deir Balut Camp has been set up next to the Turkish-funded
Muhamadiya Camp as refugee influx across Syria has increased. The
two neighboring camps are home to 1,100 poorly-equipped
makeshift tents.
In the meantime, a so-called “First Forum for the
Reconstruction of Yarmouk Camp” was held at the office of AlBaath
Party in Yarmouk. Representatives of Syrian and Palestinian civil
society were in attendance.
The meeting culminated in a consent to outline roadmaps and
initiate the reconstruction process at the soonest time possible. The
participants further drew attention to the urgent need to clear debris
in the camp.
Over 80% of buildings in Yarmouk Camp have been either totally or
partially destroyed in the warfare. 90% of homes have been
subjected to burglary and looting.

